
This story was related to retired Officer George Shaughnessy 
by a family member who told him the story at the Toledo Police Museum 

 
The story of Detective Stephen Quinn being shot might begin in the early hours of Friday 3 
September, 1920 when Motor Cycle Officer Walter L. Kruse became suspicious of a touring car 
parked near 335 Vance St and seeing the four occupants enter the home, knocked to further 
investigate. Shortly after emerging from the home behind the men, according to witnesses, a 
gunfight ensued. Supposition was that the men had either just returned from some criminal 
endeavor or were planning something sinister when confronted by the Officer and to keep from 
being identified elected to silence him. The Officer was able to return fire on the suspects even 
though seriously wounded and a blood trail indicated at least one had been struck. The Officer 
was expected to die from his wounds but did survive and later retired under medical disability.  
 
Subsequent investigation made Archie Dennison a person of interest and possible suspect in the 
Officers shooting and on Tuesday 14 September 1920, DET Quinn  in company with other 
Detectives and uniformed Officer responded to 2220 Franklin Av on a tip that there was a Mob 
gathering there. At 9:30AM the duplex had been surrounded and four of the Detectives knocked 
at the front door where after entering, Dennison was confronted and told he was under arrest. 
Dennison reportedly produced a large semi-automatic handgun and was shot in the face by DET 
William Culver armed with a shotgun. Mortally wounded, Dennison ran through the hall where 
he came upon DET Quinn who had his back to Dennison when Dennison fired, striking him in the 
hip. Other Detectives again fired at Dennison killing him instantly. Dennison’s associate, Cowboy 
Hill, attempted flight out a rear door while shooting wildly and was struck by some 15 shots 
from Detectives and Officers incurring 28 wounds but did survive. A third associate, John 
Forrest, and two females were also arrested in the house. Nitroglycerine, high-powered rifles 
and numerous semi-automatic pistols were also confiscated there. 
 
The following day, Detectives went to a Dorr St garage after finding a receipt on Forrest where 
they found a bullet riddled car matching witnesses descriptions of that car involved in the Kruse 
attempted murder. Additionally Dennison had an untreated and older wound that Detectives 
believe was from the shots fired by Officer Kruse two weeks earlier.  
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